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Feasibility Study and Recommendations: 
LWHA Ski Trail Pilot Project 
2019-2020 ski season 
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Background 
At the May 18, 2019 Liberty Woodlands Homeowners Association Board Meeting, members 
voted to develop a pilot ski trail for the duration of the 2019/2020 season. The Ski Trail 
Committee was charged with conducting an assessment of trail options and implications to be 
presented to the LWHA members at the Fall (September 29) Special meeting. This report fulfills 
that charge. 

Route Option and Feasibility  
As part of the ski trail pilot project, two possible routes were considered: Route A is the 
Evergreen Trail and runs along the northern boundary of Liberty Woodlands and Route B is the 
Forest Service Trail and runs along the western boundary of Liberty Woodlands. (See maps 
below of the two trail options.) 
 
On June 28, 2019 ski trail committee members, Gay Northrup, Brian Sweet, and Jim Cahill, 
walked the two trails with James DeSalvo, Executive Director, Methow Valley Ski Trail 
Association and Steven Devin (a neighbor residing adjacent to Liberty Woodlands and volunteer 
groomer of the pilot project trail). Mr. DeSalvo’s assessment of the two routes is that the 
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Evergreen Trail is the only viable option worth pursuing primarily because the slope grade of the 
Forest Service trail is too steep. Both trail options would require tree removal, however the 
Forest Service trail would require many more trees removed. His assessment is as follows:  
 
Liberty Woodlands A (Evergreen Trail)  route 

● Maximum slope 6% (“Green Circle” or easy rating) 
● Trees needing removal: 

○ 20” Ponderosa Pine, 12” PP, 2” Douglas Fir, 12” PP, 4-“DF, 3” Elderberry, 6” DF, 
3-4”DF, plus 10 Serviceberry, and 10 Ceanothus bushes 

  
Liberty Woodlands B (Forest Service) route 

● Maximum slope 46% (not sustainable for cross country ski trail. Steeper than “Bob” 
which is 35%) 

● 2300 feet of excavation to level grade 15’ wide (cost of 40-60k) 
● Trees needing removal: 

○ 20 X 1-5” DF, 12” DF, 20” DF, 15” DF, 12” DF, 5 X 18” DF” 
 
Route A - Evergreen Route: 

  
 
Route B - Forest Service Route: 
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Trail Preparation and Grooming Analysis 
Trail preparation, consisting of tree and shrub thinning or removal as noted above and 
grading/leveling of the trail bed, would ideally occur before the first snowfall. Given the Special 
Board meeting in late September, trail preparation will need to happen in October. At the May 
31, 2019 Board meeting, Joe offered to clear the pilot trail with his equipment. Other owners 
have also volunteered to help with trail preparation. As of this writing, Brian Sweet has 
volunteered to lead several work parties.  Preparation would need to also include the removal of 
material (e.g. trees, limbs, brush, etc.). With enough volunteer help and if Joe is available, trail 
preparation including debris removal should be doable over a 2-3 day period.  
 
A potential negative impact of trail preparation is the inadvertent removal of survey markers. 
Special consideration of this should be given during trail preparation. For example a volunteer 
can be assigned to the job of monitoring the activities and calling attention to potential removal. 
Additionally the volunteers should replace any survey markers that are removed during trail 
preparation. Please see Appendix A for detailed report: Ski Trail Infrastructure Protection.    
 
Steve Devin, neighbor and groomer of the connector trail to Timberline, has offered to groom 
the LWHA trail for the pilot year at no cost. A written confirmation is still pending as of this 
writing.  The frequency and specific timing of these grooming cycles is unknown. See logistics 
section below for more information on grooming.         

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j0yHM6hUcs734c7k51BLwAKFLO8o1htZ
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FireWise Analysis 
A comprehensive fire assessment written by Gay Northup includes extensive and important 
information about historical and current fire prevention efforts in Liberty Woodland. We have 
included a link to the Firewise Report and urge all owners to review it. In regard to the fire 
prevention potential of the two trail options, it appears that while the Forest Service Trail (Route 
B) would provide greater fire protection for Liberty Woodlands, the Evergreen Trail (Route A) 
while not as beneficial, would still provide enhancement to the existing fire break along that 
route, as noted in this quote from the report: 
 
“On June 25 Jake Hardt, DNR Forester, was able to do a walk along both proposed trails to 
determine suitability for thinning and pruning should they have funds available. Hardt was 
surprised that trees along the Evergreen boundary had not been limbed. This meeting with Jake 
Hardt, DNR, was inconclusive as to the most appropriate fire line to target. But he did say, in 
terms of Firewise issues, he thinks LWHA would benefit if the fire line along the USFS boundary 
were cleaned up and trees were limbed along the Evergreen boundary.” 

Costs to LWHA 
Potential costs of the pilot ski trail include insurance associated with trail preparation and 
maintenance as well as insurance to cover liability associated with trail users. Brian Burpee 
contacted the agent for LWHA’s current insurance policy. According to the insurance agent, our 
current general liability policy covers volunteer workers. Coverage for trail use would cost us an 
additional $668.00 per year. Details from the correspondence is as follows.  
      
Insurance: For volunteer prep and maintenance work on the ski trail     
Question:  
We have HOA members that volunteer from time to time to do work in the community. That 
work could be filling a pothole with a tractor or clearing brush / taking down large trees / 
chipping wood. The volunteers use their own equipment. Can you please advise if there is any 
exposure here and if we are covered by our current insurance? 
 

Answer:  
Under the General Liability policy they are listed as an Insured per this paragraph: 
2. Each of the following is also an insured: 
a. Your "volunteer workers" only while performing duties related to the conduct of your 
business, or your "employees", other than either your "executive officers" (if you are an 
organization other than a partnership, joint venture or limited liability company) or your 
managers (if you are a limited liability company), but only for acts within the scope of 
their employment by you or while performing duties related to the conduct of your 
business and if you are asking about the Directors and Officers Liability the place to look 
is here: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FTVIaBHaEcWt0fdIDxdDxyuBP9iIFB7r
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3. Insured Persons means all past, present or future duly elected or appointed directors, 
officers, trustees, employees (including full time, part time, seasonal, temporary, leased 
or loaned employees), or committee members of Named Entity or any Subsidiary; 
volunteers acting on behalf of and at the specific direction of the Named Entity or any 
Subsidiary; or Property Manager Employees. 
*** Please note if you wish to cover them for accident and health since they are not truly 
employees and not covered by Workers Compensation please let me know. The 
General Liability covers your risk of them doing property damage or bodily injury to a 3rd 
party but it does not cover injury to the volunteer since they are considered insureds. 

 
Insurance: For ski trail public use 
Question: What is the cost to add a rider to our current insurance homeowners association 
insurance policy for public use of the ski trail? 
 

Answer: This rider would fall under the heading: land leased  / cross country skiing. The 
cost would be $668.00 per year.  

 
Other Potential Costs: 
Trail Preparation: Assuming that the preparation would be done by volunteers (Liberty 
Woodlands owners) there is not expected to be costs associated with trail clearing and surface 
prep. Removal of the material off-site is estimated to be approximately $750 based on previous 
hauling rates. 
   
Grooming: Assuming that Steve Devin will volunteer grooming then there is not expected to be 
any costs associated with this.   
 
Signage: Any signage required for the trail could be simple laminated signs stapled to posts.  
We believe a budget of $100 is more than enough to cover this.  
 
  

Logistics of Having a Trail on LWHA Property 
Usage 
Route Considerations Summary 

The proposed trail would connect Liberty Woodlands users to the Methow Trails network at 
Timberline Meadows. Methow Trails use limitations would come into effect at that meeting 
point, so it makes sense for the Liberty Woodlands Ski Trail (LWST) to adopt consistent use 
policy.  

Skiing 
The trail should be groomed for both classic and skate if possible. This allows continuity with 
the trails at Timberline Meadows.  

Fat bikes 
The Timberline Meadows trails allow fat bikes, as should the LWST. Temperature and snow 
conditions are a consideration, however. Observations within the Methow Trails show that fat 
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bikes have minimal impact on trail conditions in the Rendezvous, where conditions tend to be 
colder, and significant impact on trail conditions at Big Valley and on those Winthrop trails 
where fat bikes are allowed. Recommend allowing fat bikes for a trial period, or limiting them 
to the outside of the classic tracks.  

Snowshoes 
Snowshoes are allowed on the Timberline Meadows trails, and the committee should 
consider allowing snowshoes. Some trail management organizations believe that snowshoe 
use helps compact the snow surface, yielding a firmer ski platform. However, observations 
from warmer locations with softer or wet snow indicate snowshoe use can destroy a ski 
platform until it is next groomed or more snow falls. Recommend signage to encourage 
snowshoe use outside the classic tracks, as is common in state snow parks.  

Dogs 
Dogs are not allowed on the Timberline Meadows trails. Observations from other locations in 
the Methow Trails network where dogs are allowed is they have minimal impact on the trail 
surface. The committee should consider allowing dogs on the trail as far as the junction with 
Timberline Meadows.  

 
Access 
Trailhead 

It is unclear whether there is a defined trailhead. The point at which the groomed trail 
intersects Liberty Lane at the western end of Liberty Woodlands would be a natural trailhead 
if the trail stopped there. Should the trail be built on the north or south firebreak routes, or 
central space route, defined access points will be required. 

Access points 
Options for users to access the trail include: 
● Groomed or otherwise packed paths through LWHA community space connecting the 

LWST to Liberty Lane or Ponderosa Lane in the case of the firebreak routes. 
● Access points at intersections with Liberty Lane and Ponderosa Lane in the case of the 

central route. 
● Packed paths through private property in cases where no community property is adjacent 

to the trail. This could be as simple as users accessing the trail via a homeowner’s 
driveway. This option would need careful consideration and permission of the respective 
owners.  

Parking 
 As the intent of the trail is to provide access to the broader Methow Trails network for 
Liberty Woodlands homeowners and guests, parking will be in the driveways of individual 
properties in accordance with the LWHA rules.  No parking near the trailhead, regardless of 
where that may be, will be provided. 

 
Infrastructure 
Signage 
 Signs should be placed at: 

● Intersections with other maintained ski trials (e.g. Timberline Meadows) 
● Access points to the LWST 

Signs should include: 
● A high-level map showing the user’s location and the trail’s path 
● Use guidelines (where to skate, where to classic, where to fat bike, reminder to 

pick up after your dog) 
● A link to provide feedback on the trail.  Since this is a pilot project, feedback 

should be accepted; a committee member’s email address would be sufficient, as 
long as they commit to passing the feedback along to the committee. 
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Garbage, Restrooms 
As the trail originates in a neighborhood with houses, supplemental garbage cans should 

not be necessary nor should restrooms.  

Process for MVSTA Taking Over the Trail 
Based on the vote at the LWHA May 31 Board meeting, only a pilot project for the 2019-2020 
ski season was approved. However, a longer-term plan involving MVSTA is desired by some of 
the committee members. Discussion with James DeSalvo indicate that having MVSTA take over 
management of the trail is a long process and would likely take at least 2 years to implement 
after the LWHA votes to pursue this. The pilot project will give us time to assess how it is having 
a trail here. The committee should survey homeowners at the conclusion of the 2019-2020 ski 
season and then make a recommendation as to future years including starting the process to 
become part of the official MVSTA. 

Conclusion/Recommendations 
Based on the detailed research and assessment above the committee recommends that we 
move forward with the Evergreen Trail.  The committee recognizes that this route, as does the 
Forest Service Route, represents a change in the natural environment through which it passes.  
We therefore recommend that all tree- and brush-thinning be done with the utmost care to 
preserve privacy, natural aesthetic and property boundaries, while still achieving the goals of an 
improved fire line and a functional ski trail. 
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